Employing the first-principles simulation, we investigate the energetics of oxygen (O) and the influence of O on the mechanical behaviors of vanadium. O atom prefers to occupy the octahedral interstitial site with the solution energy of À4.942 eV. Along the [100] direction, the ideal tensile strength of vanadium doped with an O occupying the octahedral interstitial site is 17.4 GPa, which can be reduced by~8.9% compared to 19.1 GPa of pure vanadium. This demonstrates that impurity O has a large effect on the tensile strength of vanadium. We further calculate the generalized fault energies including the unstable stacking energy (g us ) and the cleavage energy (g cl ) in pure vanadium and O-vanadium system in the most preferable {110}<111> slip system. The cleavage energy can be decreased from 1.705 J/m 2 of pure vanadium to 1.681 J/m 2 of O-vanadium system and simultaneously the unstable stacking energy can be increased from 0.308 J/m 2 of pure vanadium to 0.325 J/m 2 of O-vanadium system. The ratio of g cl /g us alters from 5.536 to 5.172 and can be thus decreased by 6.57%. This means that the ductility of vanadium will significantly decrease owing to the appearance of impurity O.
Introduction
Developing a key structural material is one of the most crucial subjects in the course of realizing commercial fusion power reactors. Many efforts have been made to search this kind of material, which must exhibit attractive characteristics such as low induced activation, good tolerance to high operating temperature and stress, long-term reliability under operating conditions, good fabricability and weldability, and reasonable production cost. Vanadium and vanadium-alloys are regarded as the most promising candidates of the structural materials in a fusion reactor at a long term study. The good performance in high temperature [1e3] and intrinsic low activation property [4e7] of vanadium can meet the demand for safety operation in the cruel conditions. Also, the high corrosion resistance in the reactor coolant lithium (Li) makes it possible to equip with liquid Li blankets in reactors [8e10] . Although the theoretical and experimental data base of V and its alloys are limited, a lot of scientific and industrial attentions have been paid on these materials. Many progress have been achieved on the critical issues for the vanadium and its-alloys such as fabrication technology and materials performance [11] .
Previous studies have shown that vanadium possesses reasonable tensile properties and creep properties [12] . But in the harsh environment of fusion reactors, vanadium, as structural material, has to suffer the high flux of heat and particles such as high energy neutrons (14.1 MeV), which leads to host atom cascade. Correspondingly, large amount of defects such as vacancies and selfinterstitial atoms are present, which will severely deteriorate the performance and finally result in the failure of materials.
Oxygen (O) is generally the most frequent foreign impurity atom in material. Over O solubility limit, O and host atoms can easily form the oxides, which might be favorable to enhance the strength and the hardness of metals. Under the solubility limit, even a very little amount of impurity O atoms in the interstitial position can significantly change the thermal and mechanical behaviors, owing to the strong interaction between impurity O and host atoms. On the other hand, the interstitial O atoms can effectively capture the migrating vacancies so as to decrease the defect vacancy diffusivity, as well as easily interact with the defect vacancies and produce a strong impact on various properties of vanadium [13] . Reducing the level of O is an important step to maintain the material's mechanical strength. Alloy element Ti can precipitate with O in the matrix of vanadium-based alloys and lower down the O content in the crystal [14] . The experimental evidences have demonstrated that the harmful consequences of vanadium under high energy neutrons irradiation are alleviated [11] . The swelling behaviors of perfect vanadium and vanadium-alloys after neutron irradiation have been investigated. The results reveal that the addition of Ti in vanadium can substantially suppress the swelling of crystal [15, 16] .
Although the experimental results have hinted that O exhibits the significant effects on vanadium, the theoretical investigations on the thermodynamic behavior of impurity O in vanadium and its effects on the mechanical properties of vanadium such as the ideal tensile/shear behaviors have been not received a lot of attentions. For example, how can impurity O in the interstitial position alter the basic mechanical properties of vanadium crystal such as the ideal tensile and shear strengths. The ideal tensile/shear strength of a perfect crystal can be determined by the maximum tensile/shear stress at elastic instability when an increasing strain is applied to a perfect crystal [17] , and the ideal tensile/shear strength is the upper limit of the real crystal. Similarly, the impurity-material system also exhibits a ideal tensile/shear strength when the impurity is present in material. Moreover, the existing impurity can either raise or reduce the ideal tensile/shear strength of material. In the past, a lot of researches in this respect have been performed, in order to obtain the basic mechanical properties such as tensile/shear strengths of single crystal such as W, Cu, Ir, Al, Ni, Mo, Nb, Fe, and NiAl [18e27], and the defective systems containing only one defect such as a point defect [28] , an interface or a grain boundary [29e32] .
Motivated by the above descriptions, in this study we employ the first-principles calculations to investigate the basic properties of impurity O in vanadium from thermodynamic stability to tensile/ shear deformation. We first study the site preference of O in the interstitial positions. Then, the effects of impurity O on the theoretical tensile/shear strength of vanadium single crystal are further explored. Using the first-principles computational tensile test (FPCTT), we present the ideal tensile strengths of vanadium crystal with and without impurity O atom. On the other hand, the generalized stacking fault energy and cleavage energy of vanadium crystal with and without impurity O atom have been also calculated. Using the criteria of the ratio of "cleavage energy" and "unstable stacking fault energy", we can determine the alteration of ductility of a vanadium crystal when it is doped with an impurity O atom. These results will be regarded as the first step to further study the interaction between impurity O and vanadium-alloy. Simultaneously, we believe that these results can also provide a very useful reference for vanadium as a candidate structural material in a fusion reactor.
Computational methods
We have performed the first-principles calculations using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) code [33, 34] based on the density functional theory. The exchange-correlation function is described by the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew and Wang [35] and the ion-electron interaction is defined by the projector augmented wave potentials [36] . The plane wave energy cutoff is 350 eV, which is sufficient for the total energy and geometry of vanadium supercell. The calculated equilibrium lattice constant of bcc vanadium is 2.98 Å, in good agreement with the corresponding experimental value of 3.03 Å [37] . [38] and the Methfessel-Paxton smearing with a width of 0.10 eV. We tested k-point sampling and kinetic energy cutoff convergence for the supercell without and with impurity O. First, we choose the different energy cutoff to perform the convergence test using a large k-points mesh of 8 Â 8 Â 8 for the supercell. Table 1 lists the tested results on the solution energies of O in vanadium. Next, using the tested energy cutoff of 350 eV, we choose the different k-points mesh to further carry out the convergence test. As seen from Table 1 , the k-points mesh of 3 Â 3 Â 3 can make all the relevant energies mentioned above converge to within less than 0.01 eV/atom. By the convergence test, we find that the size of 128-atom supercell can fully produce the reliable total energies required for single impurity O atom in vanadium. Further, the supercell size, shape, and atomic positions are allowed to relax to the equilibrium, and the energy relaxation iterates until the forces on all the atoms are less than 10 À3 eV Å
Energetic stability calculations

À1
. The solution energy of interstitial O atom in perfect vanadium is defined as
( 1) where E vanadium,O is the energy of the vanadium supercell with one impurity O atom, E vanadium is the energy of ideal perfect vanadium supercell, and m O is the chemical potential of O. The chemical potential of O is calculated to be À4.416 eV, which is half of the energy of an O 2 molecule putted into one vacuum box.
Tensile/shear calculations
Concerning the FPCTT, we choose the [001] as the tensile direction, due to that the [001] direction is often regarded as the weakest crystal direction under tension in bcc lattice according to prior work [39] . In the FPCTT, we employ the 128-atom supercell with an impurity O atom (i.e., O-vanadium system) to determine the ideal tensile strengths. A uniaxial tensile strain will be applied for the [001] crystalline direction. The corresponding tensile stress s can be calculated according to the following equation
where E is the total energy and U(ε) is the volume at given tensile strain ε. The lattice vectors are incrementally increased in the strain direction. At each strain step, the structure is fully relaxed until all other five stress components disappear except that in the tensile direction. The tensile stress of each strain step can be obtained, and thus the stress-strain relationship and the ideal tensile strength can be obtained.
As to the calculations of cleavage energies and generalized unstable stacking fault energies, we employ the 288-atom supercell containing (4 Â 6 Â 2) unit cells with the lengths of 10.32 Å, 25.28 Å, and 14.60 Å in [111], ½110, and 112 directions, respectively. The size of the supercell was also indicated to yield reliable total energies needed for single impurity O atom after convergence test. The Brillouin zone was sampled with (4 Â 2 Â 2) k-points by the Monkhorst-Pack scheme [38] . During the shear slip, the 288-atom supercell including the {110}<111> slip system is divided into the upper and lower halves by the fault {110} plane. Thus, to calculate the cleavage energy, the slabs have to be formed by six atomic layers (i.e., 144 atoms) for (110) surface. While the thickness of the vacuum layer was correspondingly set to 12.64 Å, which is half of the length of the ½110 direction in the supercell. The atoms are relaxed until the remaining forces were less than 10 À3 eV Å
À1
. Moreover, we required numerical precision to compute the change of the cleavage energy on the scale of 10 À6 eV/atom.
For the perfect the interface, i.e., without O impurity, the cleavage energies g cl is defined as
while the cleavage energies g cl of the interface containing one impurity O is given as
In the above Eqs. (3) and (4), E total and E totalÀO are, respectively, the total energies of the pure and O-doped vanadium systems, while E slab up and E slab down are the total energies of the clean upper and down slab, respectively, E slab downÀO is the total energy of O-doped down slab, A is the interface area of the system. The generalized stacking fault energy g GSF can be defined as
where u is the fault vector, EðuÞ and E(0) are the energies of the system with and without the stacking fault, respectively.
Results and discussions
Energetic stability and electronic structure of O in perfect vanadium
In order to examine the effect of O on the tensile/shear behaviors of vanadium single crystal, we first investigate the energetic stability of single O atom in perfect vanadium. It is well known that it is not feasible to calculate solution energy of randomly distributed interstitial O atom in vanadium, thus we only consider two high symmetric interstitial positions, i.e., the tetrahedral and octahedral sites. The results indicate that a single O atom is shown to be energetically favorable to occupy the octahedral site with the solution energy of À4.942 eV, which is about 1.163 eV lower than the energy of O atom at the tetrahedral site with the solution energy of À3.779 eV. Also, the two calculated solution energies demonstrate that the dissolution of impurity O in vanadium at the two interstitial sites are both exothermic in reference to the O chemical potential of À4.416 eV.
To further gain the physical insight on the energetic stability of O in perfect vanadium, we have analyzed the density of states (DOSs) of vanadium with O in the octahedral interstitial position, as potted in Fig. 1 . In comparison with the pure vanadium, an additional small peak appears from the total DOS in the low-energy part when O atom occupies the octahedral interstitial position in vanadium ( Fig. 1(a) ). Therefore, the appearance of the small peak should be attributed to the embedding of impurity O. Whereas, the main peaks close to the Fermi energy keep almost unchanged after the O entrance compared to those of the pure vanadium. This should be originated from the contribution of vanadium-vanadium bonds.
In order to further figure out the origin of the small peak in the total DOS owing to the O embedding, we calculated the local density of states (LDOS) of pure vanadium and the first-nearest neighbor (1NN) vanadium atom with O at octahedral interstitial site in vanadium for d-orbital. As seen from Fig. 1(b) , the LDOS-dorbital of the first-nearest neighbor (1NN) vanadium atom of O in O-vanadium system somewhat decreases in comparison with that in pure vanadium system. Moreover, a much stronger peak in the lower energy part appears in the LDOS for vanadium d-orbital. Fig. 1(c) gives the LDOS of O for p-orbital when O occupies the octahedral interstitial site as well as the pure O 2 gas. For pure O 2 gas, there are two strong characteristic peaks for p-orbital of O (the red dot line in Fig. 1(c) ), which should mainly contribute to the OeO bonding. But, when O is introduced in the octahedral interstitial position in vanadium, the peak of O for p-orbital can not only further shift to the lower energy part but also become much stronger than that of pure O. This is because the hybridization between O p-orbital and vanadium d-orbital electrons appears when O and vanadium atoms are close to each other.
FPCTT of vanadium single crystal with impurity O
The Hooke's law states that for a given small deformation, the strain is proportional to the stress, i.e., the stress-strain relationship should be nearly linear under the small deformation range. Exceeding the linear elastic range, the crystal will display plastic deformation or fracture. The ideal tensile strength is that a material becomes unstable with respect to fracture by the spontaneous separation of atomic planes. The upper limit of the tensile strength is a broad scientific interest for strong solids in atomic models. Therefore, as defined in computational methods section, the ideal tensile strength can approximately display the mechanical properties of a material. In order to understand the effect of impurity O on the theoretical strength of vanadium single crystal, we perform the FPCTTs of pure vanadium single crystal and vanadium single crystal containing an impurity O atom at the octahedral site (this site for impurity O is more stable than the tetrahedral site in vanadium). The <001> direction is chosen as the tensile direction during the calculations because this direction exhibits the minimum tensile strength for the most bcc structural metals [18, 19, 25] . Fig. 2 plots the stress-strain curves of pure vanadium and Odoped vanadium system, respectively. In the case of pure vanadium, it is clear to see that the stress gradually increases with the increasing strain. When the strain increases to 18%, the stress gets to the maximum of 19.1 GPa. Then, exceeding the strain value of Table 1 The tested solution energies of O at the octahedral site (OS) and tetrahedral site (TS) in bcc vanadium. First, the different energy cutoff was chosen to perform the convergence test using a large k-points mesh of 8 Â 8 Â 8 for the supercell. Next, using the tested energy cutoff of 350 eV, the different k-points mesh was chosen to further carry out the convergence test. All energies are in eV. 18%, the stress again decreases with further increase of the strain. Therefore, according to the definition of tensile strength, the ideal tensile strength of pure vanadium single crystal is 19.1 GPa in the [001] direction at the strain of 18%, and it is the upper limit of the tensile strength of the pure vanadium single crystal. When an impurity O is doped into vanadium, we can see from Fig. 2 that the tension curve differs slightly with that of the pure vanadium. The stress also increases initially with the increasing strain until getting to the critical strain of 14%, where the maximum stress is close to 17.4 GPa. It can be noted that this stress value (17.4 GPa) is lower than that (17.9 GPa) of pure vanadium at the same strain (14%). When the strain is beyond 14%, the stress decreases with the further increasing strain and then drops to 16.9 GPa from 18.9 GPa of pure vanadium at the strain of 16%. Thus, the ideal tensile strength of O-doped vanadium single crystal is about 17.4 GPa at the strain of 14% in the [001] direction. At the same time, we can clearly see that at the larger strain of 20%, the stress of O-doped vanadium single crystal is about 13.1 GPa, which is much lower than that (18.2 GPa) of pure vanadium at the same strain. According to the above results, the ideal tensile strength of vanadium can be reduced by 8.9% in the [100] direction owing to the presence of impurity O. We can thus deduce that the impurity O can effectively degrade the ideal tensile strength of vanadium so as to affect the basic mechanical properties of vanadium as the candidate of structural material in a fusion reactor.
Effects of O on the ductile versus brittle character of the vanadium system
When a crystal suffers a shear force, it might become distortion or fracture in a microscopic model. We can describe this distortion as slippage of two slabs along a certain fault plane. Therefore, to a solid material, the behavior of brittle versus ductile can be divided into two competing processes: (i) the opening of a crack and (ii) the emission of dislocations at the crack tip [40, 41] . The quantitative measuring a material to crack is the cleavage energy (g cl ), which is defined as the energy required per unit area to divide the solid into two semi-infinite halves along the fault plane. In a cleavage experiment, it sets the lower bound to the actual energy expenditure [42] . The generalized stacking fault energy (g GSF ) is defined as the energy expenditure per unit area when the two halves are displaced to each other by a certain vector u [43, 44] . Due to that the atoms on the fault plane are arranged in a periodic array, the g GSF changes periodically with the alteration of u. As the u is close to zero, the g GSF is also close to zero. This means that the two halves can constitute an ideal crystal without any slide. Then, all the atoms are under their equilibrium positions. If the crystal suffers a shear force, the two halves will deviate the equilibrium and start to slip.
During the slippage procedure, the value of g GSF changes periodically with the same period as the atomic arrangement. The maximum of g GSF is named as the unstable stacking fault energy g us , which can character the energy barrier for dislocations nucleation from the crack tip as represented by process (ii) above. A direct measurement of the capability of a crack extension is the ratio of g cl /g us [45, 46] . It is proposed that a material is more ductile with a higher ratio of g cl /g us [45] .
A crystal can be divided into two halves by the fault plane with the upper half displaced relative to the lower one by the fault vector u. Due to that vanadium belongs to bcc metal, the (110) plane is the most close-packed plane and the {110}<111> is the most preferable slip system. Therefore, we will perform our calculations for g cl , g GSF and g us in the {110}<111> slip system. The g GSF can be calculated by the Eq. (5) and the atomic relaxations are only allowed perpendicular to the (110) slip plane, except for the O atom with full relaxation of atomic positions. The b ¼ ½111 is chosen as the slip vector and the u=b will alter periodically from 0 to 1 because the atomic structure returns to the original configuration after one complete period. When the upper slab begins to slip in the interface along the slip direction, the equilibrium will be broken and the mutual repulsion between the two slabs results in the increase of the g GSF . When u is equal to b=2, the g GSF gets to the maximum. This demonstrates that the interatomic distance between the two atomic layers at interface is the smallest and the mutual repulsion is the biggest during the period of shear deformation. This maximum g GSF is the corresponding unstable stacking fault energy g us as defined above. Exceeding the maximum, the g GSF decreases with the increase of the moving distance, as shown in Fig. 3 . Finally, the g GSF gets to zero again, meaning that the system achieves another equilibrium and the relative distance between the atoms of the upper and lower layers at the interface returns to the equilibrium distance.
In the case of pure vanadium crystal, the g cl is calculated to be 2 . Accordingly, the ratio of g cl /g us alters from 5.536 to 5.172. Thus the ratio of g cl /g us alters from 5.536 to 5.172 and can be decreased by~6.57%. This suggests that the ductility of vanadium will significantly decrease, owing to the entrance of impurity O.
Conclusions
Using a first-principles method based on the density functional theory, we investigate the thermodynamic stability of oxygen (O) and the effect of O on the tensile/shear deformation in vanadium. O atom is energetically favorable to occupy the octahedral interstitial site with the solution energy of À4.942 eV. The first-principles computational tensile test (FPCTT) indicates that the ideal tensile strength of pure vanadium in the [001] direction is 19.1 GPa at the strain of 18%, however it decreases to 17.4 GPa at the strain of 14% when an impurity O atom is embedded into the octahedral interstitial site. Thus, the ideal tensile strength in the [100] direction can be reduced by~8.90% caused by the presence of impurity O. This means that impurity O atom degrades effectively the tensile strength of vanadium to some extent. Further, we calculate the generalized fault energies including the unstable stacking energy (g us ) and the cleavage energy (g cl ) in pure vanadium system and vanadium system doped with an impurity O atom along the most preferable {110}<111> slip system. The cleavage energy can be decreased from 1.705 J/m 2 of pure vanadium to 1.681 J/m 2 of Ovanadium system and simultaneously the unstable stacking energy can be increased from 0.308 J/m 2 of pure vanadium to 0.325 J/m 2 of O-vanadium system. Therefore, the ratio of g cl /g us alters from 5.536 to 5.172 and can be decreased by~6.57%. This suggests that the ductility of vanadium will significantly decrease owing to the entrance of impurity O.
